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Camper 

"Popular & Comfortable"

Spanish people love their 'Camper' shoes. With several stores across

many cities, this particular store has an impressive variety of shoes on

their racks. Original Spanish designs adds that spunk to these shoes. The

first store of the well-known Camper brand was opened here in Barcelona.

So when in search of a pair of stylish yet comfortable pair of Spanish

shoes, spot a Camper store and walk right in. Contact them to know the

precise open timings of this store.

 +34 93 215 6390  www.camper.com/en_AT/shops/spa

in/barcelona/store_shoes_c_valenci

a_249-T002

 Valencia 249, Barcellona
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La Manual Alpargatera 

"Shoes Made For The Pope"

From humble beginnings in the 1940s, the unassuming La Manual

Alpargatera now makes it to most tourists' itineraries. On sale are

affordable, handmade and customized versions of traditional Spanish

footwear like the espadrille and espadenya, once solely a peasant-gear.

Stacks of these classics in vibrant colors and styles from the Pyrenees don

the wooden shelves of this locally-owned store. From the casual slip-on

kind to wedge-heeled renditions, this wardrobe essential has attracted

high-profile clientele including Michael Douglas as well as the Pope.

 +34 93 301 0172  www.lamanual.com/  manualp@me.com  Carrer d'Avinyó 7, Barcellona
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Nu Sabates 

"Cydwoq Footwear"

The idea for Nu Sabates was coined whilst window shopping in New York.

On stumbling upon a quaint shoe boutique specializing in Cydwoq

footwear, the owners aspired to bring the unique trend to the streets of

Barcelona. Rafi Balouzian is the creative force behind the timeless style.

Having come from a family of shoe makers, Balouzian was exposed to

leather artistry at a young age and grew up in the ancestral factory.

Handmade from the finest Italian leather and dyed with natural pigments,

select from a plethora of fashionable designs for men and women.

Personalize your pair with your choice of leather from 100 varieties and

expect them in no more than three weeks.

 +34 93 268 0383  info@nusabates.com  Carrer dels Cotoners 14, Barcellona
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Cristina Castañer 

"Affordable Class & Style"

Well known in the fashion world, the shoes produced by Christina

Castañer embody Spanish style. This small boutique can be found in the

Sant Gervasi neighborhood of Barcelona and while these shoes can be

found in many stores around Spain, it is much more fun to slip into home

store. The best part about shopping at Christina Castañer is that while you

will walk away with an amazing pair of shoes, your wallet won't feel the

pain.

 Mestre Nicolau 23, Barcellona
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